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                 D.01. Decay modes

α decay: emission of 4He
β decay: emission of e- or e+

γ decay: emission of high energy photons

p decay: particle (proton/neutron) emission
c decay: emission of heavy clusters (C,O,Ne,Mg)
sf: spontaneous fission



  

Nuclear chart of decay modes



  

D.02. Decay law

 Γ=ħλ

Decay width is defined by:



  

Wave function describing
a decaying state
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The width of the energy distribution
given by the Fourier transform of a decaying 

time-dependent signal
is proportional to the decay width



  

Decay rate (activity)
for the emission process

P(arent)→D(aughter)+C(luster)

Units

Becquerel (B) = 1 decay / second

Curie (C) = 3.7 1010 B (1 gram of Radium)



  

D.03. Alpha decay



  



  

G. Gamow "Zur Quantentheorie des Atomkernes" (On the quantum theory of 
the atomic nucleus), Zeitschrift für Physik, vol. 51, 204-212 (1928).

The first probabilistic interpretation of the wave function
for a particle penetrating a repulsive Coulomb barrier was given by
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Theory of the α-decay
(and emission of heavier charged clusters)



  

Geiger-Nuttall law
 in terms of the Coulomb parameter
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where the Coulomb parameter is:



  

Quantum penetration explains
Geiger-Nuttall law for α 

& cluster decays (emission of C, O, Ne, Mg, Si)

Coulomb parameter
In cluster emission:
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Superheavy nuclei
are formed by fusion

and detected by alpha decay chains



  

D.04. Beta decay



  



  



  

Fermi & Gamow-Teller transitions



  

β decay is induced by the weak interaction



  



  

D.05. Gamma decay



  

Parity rules for gamma transitions



  

Decay operators
in second quantisation:

gamma transitions               beta transitions
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D.06. Fission    &    fusion
are mirror processes

Fissioning nuclei produce
lighter fragments + energy

Fusioning nuclei produce
heavier fragments + energy



  

Spontaneous fission 
liquid drop description

Fission barrier →

The decay width is
given by the penetrability

through the Coulomb
barrier (as in the
α decay theory)

Dynamics of the
liquid drop during

the fission process



  

Strutinsky method
to compute the fission barrier:

the sum between the liquid drop energy and SM correction
(the difference between SM energy and its mean value).

liquid drop shell model

Density of levels



  

Fusion energy



  

Energy release for various processes



  

The Sun
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